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Abstract
Two definitions of the effective potential arc given,
their eqw ui lence i s explicit) y shown, a sap) e cal cul at ion
is then dcaDnstratcd for theory. This calculation is
l)ased on the riethod of steepest descent and is given in the
“one—) oop app roxina C ion”.
2
1 ot (chct]cfl
(aldst one’s theorem end spontancons symactry breakdown arc important
di ciii s in gaage theories ar1d many—body physics. ri 2 One method of
‘DStig:1tng spa: ancous synn:ctry breakdown is to calculate the function
wa as the effective potential.EI] For a given field Lagrangian, invariant
cr scac sy;Jnctry transformation, the behaviour of the derivative of the
.ctiie patential with respect to the “classical fiehi” demonstrates whether
vacua-n state of the theory changes under the transformation or remains
‘ariant, i.e. whether the syinoetry is spontaneously broken or not.
‘ihis paper reviews and brings together thc main properties of the
ect ire ea ial that have beca discussed in tiie iiteraturc.’.
mi ions of the effective potential arc given, the first follows from a
jot icon] principle and leads to a physical interpretation, the second is
en in terms of a functional formalism, which makes it more suitable for
culetions. The equivalence of the two definitions is shown explicitly,
a sample calculation, using the method of steepest descents, is carried
‘ tJc’ory, in the “one—loop approximation”.
II. ‘flc Ii If(’Cti vC J’OtOi)t al
1. The Iffective Potential. in Quantu:n_Mechanics.
Problems in quantum mechanics can he formulated in
terms of a variatioa1 principle; a typical problem is:
given a flarailtcnian U, to construct a state la> such that
<allila> is stationary. There is a constraint:
(2.1)
The standard method of 5OiUt±On is to add a I.agrange
multiplier and to vary
—
where E is the (unknown) multiplier.
The solution is well—known,
1cL)






Now suppose that there is a second constraint equetion
(2.5)
where is some operator, for example such a constraint
could ha used in applying the variational method to find
the ground state of the Heisenbcrg ferro:aagnet, (2.5) ouid
3
an he let c p-ctcd to i;enn t the prol)) cni.is . eon— -
3trajned by the requircont of a nOn--vanishing ground—
tate expectation value for the spontaneous jagneticatjoi.
In this case the ounntt\’ to be varied is
- - T<\c) (2.6)
there ‘ and J ore Lagrange multipliers.
The solution is
O (2.7)
.0., a> is an cigenstato of the modified Hamiltonjan
— J with cigenvalue e; the stationary value is
= (2.8)
From (2. 7), c depends on J and (2.8) shows that
alum> isa function of J and
The stationary condition on <aiHia> amplies
owover, 0 and eq. (2.8) give
(2.11)
Eq. (241) may be used to express J as a function of
and then OcT. (2.8) maybe written entirely as a function
-C
(2.12)
The function on the right hand side of eq. (2.12) is
called the effective_notontial.
In words, the effective potential is the expectation
value of the Ilamiltonian in a state Ia> for which <allija> is
stationary and which is constrained to satisfy <ala> 1
and <aJJa> where is some (rel&iant) operator,
A similar definition can be given for a quantum field
theory, where is now a field and the [lamiltonian becomes
a Hamiltonian denstiy.
This definition may be compared to a classical field
theory where the ordinary otentil is the energy density
fora state in which the classical field assumes the value
An important result which follows from (2.12) is that
The above definition of the effective potential for
quantum field theory does not include a prescription for
its evaluation. A method of calculation can be established1
this requires a review of some standard functional techniques.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































incc is the lowest eigenvaiuo.
The functional W[J] is defined in terms of the ground—
tate to ground—state amplitude through eq. (2.15).; comb—
raticn of eq. (2.15) and the result, eq. (2.28) leads to
- (2.29)
For a constant 3, eq. (.2.23) gives
- )- (-) (2.30)
d eq. (2.30) implies
=
3) may ho identified as an energy density and is thus
ulvalent to the c used in the definition of the effective
tential for a field theory. Again, because of eq. (2.30)
is immediate that the definition of in eq. C2.18). is
ontical to that of eq. (2.11).
Finally, then, the function V(0) occuring in the
pnnsion (2.21) of the effective action is in fact the
fective potential defined by equations (2.8) and (2.12);
D function defined formally in eq. (2.18) is, from
(2.11) and eq. (2.5), seen to be nothing but the
cctation’va1ue cf the field c in the state ia>, where
is usually the vacuum state (G)
The point behind all this formalism is that it is
readily appliczh1e to spontaneous symmetry breakdown. As a
specific exam3].c, the Lagrangian density (2.14) is in
variant under the transformation - — provided that J is
set equaJ. to zero; spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs if
develops a non—zero vacuum expectation value i.e., as
defined in eq. (2.10) is non—zero; since the source J is
zero this situation corresponds to, from eq. (2.18),
0 . . (2.32)
c)
Xt is usual to take the vacuum expectation value to
be translation—invariant and equations (2.2) and (2.32)
immediately lead, to .
o • (2.33)’
The value of for which V is stationary is the
expectation value of in the now vacuum; the stationary
point in fat must he minimum to ensure stability under
small external forces.
Thus, spontaneous symmetry breakdown can be invest
igated by examining the minima of
Note that the result (2.33) is a restatement of the





What has been estabijsh so far is a definition of the
fective potential in terms of the functionals r [) and
[J) which generate Feyirnan diagrams. It Is obvious from
q. (2.22) that the evaluation of V(c) involves an infinite
unation of graphs; the easiest way to proced is to est—
hiih an appro:S.matjon rriethocl for V(4). One such method






icro, for the scalar field example,
- -
(2.35)
ic notation [dJ indicates that the integration is
nctio:a1.
V(0) is defined in terms of which itself is
terntnod from W[J), arid WfJJ is given by the path—integral;
suitable expansion of the path—integral which then gives
series for V(0). Such an expansion is achieved by
trcciucjn a parameter a into the Lagrangian density
througl-i the definition
then expressing the exponent of the path integral as a
power series in a. Since W[J) generates Feynman diagrams
and is related to the path—integral through eq. (2.34), the
power series in’S a should correspond to some summation of
these graphs. In fact, the a-expansion is equivaJ.cnt to a
loop expansion,
[8) i.e., first summing all the ti-ce graphs
—— the Feynrnan diagrams with no closed loops —— then sum—
..ming the diagrams with one closed ioop, those with two
closed loops, etc. This is easy to show. In any diagram,
the propagator . carries a factor of a because it is the
inverse of the differential operator occuring , aiso,
a vertex has a factor of a. For a graph with I internal
lines and V vertices the powcr.P of a for the graph is
? . (2.37)
In a diagram, the independent integration momenta
give the number of lobps, this is because there is an in
tegration momentum for every internal line, the —function
from each vertex reduces the independent momenta by one.
(except for one s—function due to energy-momentum conser
vation.). If L is the number of ioops, then
L . t—V t& (2.38)
andso
? L—t (2.39)
which shows that the power series expansion in a is equiv—
13 14
ont to the loop expansion.
It is usual to set the parameter a = h, but the
:alinoss” of h has nothing to do with the validity of the
.er series, indood a can ho set equal to unity after the
pansion. what is important is the fact that the total
grangian density is multiplied by a; so.that the calcu—
tion of the effective potential is not affected by any





The method of steepest descent is a standard way of
.rforming the h-expansion: The exponent in the numerator
• the right-iiand side of eq. (2.40) is expanded around the
mt at which it is stationary. (The denominator
included to give W[O) = 0).
The calculation is straightforward for the fild theory
scribod by eq. (2.14). The sttionary value satisfies




The quadratic terms in the exponents of the numcator
J(x) may be taken to be zero at infinity, • is then and denominator determine w1f0), the functional integration
iuc if it also is zero at infinity, of these terms may be carried out by writing. then in the
- The Xothod of Seoc cDe5ont.
When a = t is introduced into eq. (2.34) it becomes
= 0 (2.42)
The action’ I[] isciefined by
(2.43)
This is expanded around the point
o
by setting = +
Ito -4 3 (2.46)
The lihear terms have been climintcd br using eq. (2.41).
The h—expansion for W[J] is then





(v ç — cS a
j (2.47)
St.ec’ \-Sc. L)L_.
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hero the couriterterras and Bc4 are included since the
ntegral is ultraviolet divergent.








satisfied by V0 (k); A and B are





nation (2.65) shows that the vanishing of the derivative with respect
corresponds to a zero value for , i.e. there is no spontaneous
mnetry breakdown to this order.
